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We perform a coupled-channel study of the possible deuteron-like molecules with two heavy flavor
quarks, including the systems of DðÞDðÞ with double charm, BðÞ BðÞ with double bottom, and DðÞ BðÞ
with both charm and bottom, within the one-boson-exchange potential model. In our study, we take into
account the S-Dmixing which plays an important role in the formation of the loosely bound deuteron, and
particularly, the coupled-channel effect in the flavor space. According to our results, the state
DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ with double charm, the states BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ; 1ð1þÞ, ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼
1þ; 2þ and ð BðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 1þ; 2þ with double bottom, and the states DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ; 0ð2þÞ
with both charm and bottom might be good molecule candidates. However, the states DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼
0ð2þÞ; 1ð0þÞ; 1ð1þÞ; 1ð2þÞ, ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ; 2þ and ðDðÞDðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ; 1þ; 2þ with double
charm and the state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ with both charm and bottom are not supported to be
molecules.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.88.114008 PACS numbers: 14.40.Rt, 12.39.Hg, 12.39.Pn, 14.40.Lb
I. INTRODUCTION
More and more experimental observations have stimu-
lated the extensive discussions of exotic states. The mo-
lecular state explanation to the reported charmonium-like
states X, Y, Z becomes popular due to the fact that many
charmonium-like states near the threshold of charmed
meson pair, i.e.,
Xð3872Þ mD D ; Yð3930Þ mD D
Yð4140Þ mDs Ds ; Yð4274Þ mDs0ð2317Þ Ds :
In the past decade there is abundant literature with the
study of the heavy flavor molecular states [1–23].
The concept of molecular state with hidden charm was
first proposed by Voloshin and Okun thirty years ago and
they studied the interaction between the charmed and
anticharmed mesons [24]. Later, De Rujula, Georgi, and
Glashow suggested that the observed c ð4040Þ is a D D
molecule [25]. By the quark-pion interaction model,
To¨rnqvist investigated the possible deuteron-like two me-
son bound states with B B or B B component [26,27]. At
present, carrying out the phenomenological study of the
heavy flavor molecular state is still a hot research topic of
hadron physics.




meson: q q; Q q; Q Q







. . . ;
where q and Q denote the light ðu; d; sÞ and heavy ðc; bÞ
quarks, respectively. Among the conventional baryon
states, the baryons with double charm or double bottom
are of the QQq configuration. The SELEX collaboration
reported the first observation of a doubly charmed baryon
þcc in its charged decay mode þcc ! þc Kþ [28] and
confirmed it in the decay mode þcc ! pDþK [29].
However, later the BABAR collaboration searched for
þcc in the final states þc Kþ and 0cþ, and þþcc in
the final states þc Kþ and 0cþþ, and found no
evidence for the production of the doubly charmed baryons
[30]. The Belle collaboration reported no evidence for the
doubly charmed baryons in the final state þc Kþ either
[31]. Although these doubly charmed baryons were not
confirmed by BABAR and BELLE, it is still an interesting
research topic to search for such doubly charmed baryons
experimentally.
Besides the doubly heavy flavor baryons, it is also very
interesting to study other systems with two heavy flavor
quarks. The heavy flavor molecular state with two charm
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states with double charm. For this kind of hadron, its
typical configuration is ½c q½c q. To answer whether there
exist such heavy flavor molecular states with double charm
or not, in this paper we apply the one-boson-exchange
(OBE) model to perform a dynamic calculation of their
mass spectroscopy. This study is not only a natural exten-
sion of the previous work of the heavy flavor molecular
state with hidden charm, but also provides new insight into
exploring the hadron states with double charm. Besides the
hadron states with double charm, we also investigate the
hadron states with double bottom and the hadron states
with both charm and bottom.
This paper is organized as follows. After the Introduction,
we present the derivation of the effective potential in Sec. II.
We summarize our numerical results and perform some
analysis in Sec. III and draw some conclusions in Sec. IV.
We also give some useful formulas in the Appendix.
II. FORMALISM
A. The Lagrangians and the coupling constants
In the present paper, we investigate the possible
molecules of (DðÞDðÞ) with double charm, ( BðÞ BðÞ)
with double bottom and (DðÞ BðÞ) with both charm and
bottom. In our study, we take into account the S-D mixing
which plays an important role in the formation of the
loosely bound deuteron and, particularly, the coupled-
channel effects in the flavor space. We study the systems
with total angular momentum J  2. We list the channels
for different systems in Tables I and II.
The Lagrangians under the heavy quark symmetry and
the SU(3)-flavor symmetry read [32–35]
LHHM ¼ igTr½HðQÞb 5Aba HðQÞa ; (1)
LHHV ¼ iTr½HðQÞb vðVba  baÞ HðQÞa 
þ iTr½HðQÞb FðÞba HðQÞa ; (2)
L HH ¼ gs Tr½HðQÞa  HðQÞa ; (3)
where HðQÞ and HðQÞ are defined as
HðQÞa ¼ 1þ 6v
2
½Pa   Pa5 (4)
and
HðQÞa  0HðQÞy0 ¼ ½Pya  þ Pya5 1þ 6v2 (5)
with Pa ¼ ðD0; Dþ; Dþs Þ or ðB; B0; B0s Þ being the
charmed or antibottomed vector mesons and P ¼
ðD0; Dþ; Dþs Þ or ðB; B0; B0sÞ being the charmed or anti-
bottomed pseudoscalar mesons. The trace acts on the
gamma matrices. The axial-current A is defined as A 
1
2 ð	y@	 	@	yÞ ¼ if @Mþ    , where 	  e
iM
f
withM being the exchanged pseudoscalar meson matrix
given in Eq. (6). The vector current V is defined as V 
1
2 ð	y@	þ 	@	yÞ. In the heavy quark limit, the heavy
meson velocity is adopted as v ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ. FðÞ 
@  @  ½; , where  ¼ igvffiffi2p ^ with ^
being the exchanged vector meson matrix given in
Eq. (7). Expanding the Lagrangians given in Eqs. (1)–(3),






















TABLE I. The different channels for the DðÞDðÞ systems, and similarly, for the BðÞ BðÞ. S is the strangeness while I stands for the
isospin of the systems. ’’  ’’ means the corresponding state does not exist due to the symmetry. For simplicity, we adopt the
shorthand notations, ½DD  1ffiffi2p ðDD DDÞ and ½DDþ  1ffiffi2p ðDD þDDÞ.
Channels
S IðJPÞ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0
0ð0þÞ   
0ð1þÞ ½DDð3S1Þ ½DDð3D1Þ DDð3S1Þ DDð3D1Þ         
0ð2þÞ ½DDð3D2Þ DDð3D2Þ               
1ð0þÞ DDð1S0Þ DDð1S0Þ DDð5D0Þ            
1ð1þÞ ½DDþð3S1Þ ½DDþð3D1Þ DDð5D1Þ            
1ð2þÞ DDð5S2Þ DDð1D2Þ DDð5D2Þ            
1
1
2 ð0þÞ DDsð1S0Þ DDsð1S0Þ DDsð5D0Þ            
1
2 ð1þÞ DDsð3S1Þ DDs ð3D1Þ DDsð3S1Þ DDsð3D1Þ DDsð3S1Þ DDs ð3D1Þ DDsð5D1Þ
1
2 ð2þÞ DDsð5S2Þ DDsð1D2Þ DDsð5D2Þ            
0ð0þÞ DsDsð1S0Þ DsDsð1S0Þ DsDsð5D0Þ            
0ð1þÞ ½DsDsþð3S1Þ ½DsDs þð3D1Þ DsDsð5D1Þ            
0ð2þÞ DsDsð5S2Þ DsDsð1D2Þ DsDsð5D2Þ            


























LPPM ¼  2gf ðPbP
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b  Pya v  ^ba
 i2 ffiffiffi2p gVPb Pya ð@^  @^Þba; (12)
LPP ¼ 2gsPbPyb; (13)
LPP ¼ 2gsPb  Pyb : (14)
In the above, f ¼ 132 MeV is the pion decay constant.
The coupling constant g was studied by many theoretical
approaches, such as quark model [33] and QCD sum rule
[36,37]. In our study, we take the experimental result
of the CLEO collaboration, g ¼ 0:59 0:07 0:01,
which was extracted from the full width of Dþ [38]. For
the coupling constants relative to the vector meson ex-
change, we adopt the values gv ¼ 5:8 and  ¼ 0:9 which
were determined by the vector meson dominance
mechanism, and  ¼ 0:56 GeV1 which was obtained by
matching the form factor predicted by the effective theory
approach with that obtained by the light cone sum rule and
the lattice QCD simulation [39,40]. The coupling constant
for the scalar meson exchange is gs ¼ g=ð2
ffiffiffi
6
p Þ [10] with
g ¼ 3:73. We take the masses of the heavy mesons and
the exchanged light mesons from PDG [41] and summarize
them in Table III.
B. The derivation of the effective potentials
Using the Lagrangians given in Eqs. (8)–(14), one can
easily deduce the effective potentials in the momentum
space. Taking into account the structure effect of the heavy
mesons, we introduce a monopole form factor
FðqÞ ¼ 
2 m2ex
2  q2 (15)
TABLE III. The masses of the heavy mesons and the
exchanged light mesons taken from the PDG [41]. In our study,
we keep the isospin symmetry. For the isospin multiplet, we use
the averaged mass in our study.
Heavy mesons Mass (MeV) Exchanged mesons Mass (MeV)
D 1869.60  139.57
D0 1864.83 0 134.98
D 2010.25 
 547.85
D0 2006.96  775.49
Ds 1968.47 ! 782.65
Ds 2112.3  1019.46
B 5325.1  600
B 5279.17 K 493.67
B0 5279.50 K0 497.61
B0s 5366.3 K
 891.66
Bs 5415.4 K0 895.94
TABLE II. The different channels for the DðÞ BðÞ systems. ’’S’’ is the strangeness of the corresponding system while ’’I’’ stands for
the isospin of the state.
Channels
S IðJPÞ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0
0ð0þÞ D Bð1S0Þ D Bð1S0Þ D Bð5D0Þ                     
0ð1þÞ D Bð3S1Þ D Bð3D1Þ D Bð3S1Þ D Bð3D1Þ D Bð3S1Þ D Bð3D1Þ D Bð5D1Þ         
0ð2þÞ D Bð5S2Þ D Bð1D2Þ D Bð5D2Þ                     
1ð0þÞ D Bð1S0Þ D Bð1S0Þ D Bð5D0Þ                     
1ð1þÞ D Bð3S1Þ D Bð3D1Þ D Bð3S1Þ D Bð3D1Þ D Bð3S1Þ D Bð3D1Þ D Bð5D1Þ         
1ð2þÞ D Bð5S2Þ D Bð1D2Þ D Bð5D2Þ                     
1
1
2 ð0þÞ D Bsð1S0Þ Ds Bð1S0Þ D Bsð1S0Þ Ds Bð1S0Þ D Bsð5D0Þ Ds Bð5D0Þ            
1
2 ð1þÞ Ds Bð3S1Þ D Bs ð3S1Þ Ds Bð3S1Þ D Bsð3S1Þ Ds Bð3S1Þ D Bsð3S1Þ Ds Bð3D1Þ D Bsð3D1Þ Ds Bð3D1Þ D Bsð3D1Þ
1
2 ð2þÞ Ds Bð5S2Þ D Bsð5S2Þ Ds Bð1D2Þ D Bsð1D2Þ Ds Bð5D2Þ D Bsð5D2Þ            
2
0ð0þÞ Ds Bsð1S0Þ Ds Bsð1S0Þ Ds Bsð5D0Þ                     
0ð1þÞ Ds Bsð3S1Þ Ds Bsð3D1Þ Ds Bsð3S1Þ Ds Bsð3D1Þ Ds Bsð3S1Þ Ds Bsð3D1Þ Ds Bsð5D1Þ         
0ð2þÞ Ds Bsð5S2Þ Ds Bsð1D2Þ Ds Bsð5D2Þ                     
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at each vertex. Here,  is the cutoff parameter and mex is
the mass of the exchanged meson.
We need to emphasize that there is an alternative
approach to deduce the effective potential just shown in
Refs. [42,43], where they refuse to introduce the form
factor due to the lack of knowledge of form factors.
Here, one can also regularize the divergence of the poten-
tial at short distance from a renormalization viewpoint.
For the detailed information of the renormalization ap-
proach, the interested readers can refer to Refs. [42,43],






one can obtain the effective potentials in the coordinate
space. In Eqs. (18)–(31), we list the specific expressions of
the effective subpotentials which are flavor independent.
The effective potential used in our calculation is the prod-
uct of the flavor-independent subpotentials and the isospin-
dependent coefficients which are summarized in the
Appendix. The flavor-independent subpotentials are




H0ð; q0; mv; rÞ; (18)
for the process PP! PP,
Vbp==vðrÞ ¼ 0; (19)





H3ð; q0; mp; rÞTðy3 ; y4 Þ
þ 1
3





H3ð; q0; mv; rÞTðy3 ; y4 Þ
 2
3
H1ð; q0; mv; rÞSðy3 ; y4 Þ

; (21)
for the scattering process PP! PP,




H0ð; q0; mv; rÞSðy4 ; 2Þ; (23)





M3ð; q0; m; rÞTðy3 ;2Þ
þ 1
3


















H3ð; q0; mv; rÞTðy3 ; 2Þ
 2
3
H1ð; q0; mv; rÞSðy3 ; 2Þ

; (26)





H3ð; q0; mp; rÞTðy3 ; iy4 	 2Þ
þ 1
3





H3ð; q0; mv; rÞ½Tðiy3 	 y4 ; 2Þ
 Tðiy3 	 y2 ; y4 Þ þ
1
3
H1ð; q0; mv; rÞ
	 ½Sðiy3 	 y4 ;2Þ  Sðiy3 	 y2 ; y4 Þ

; (28)





H3ð; q0; mp; rÞTðiy3 	 1; iy4 	 2Þ
þ 1
3
H1ð; q0; mp; rÞSðiy3 	 1; iy4 	 2Þ

; (29)





H0ð;q0;mv;rÞCðiy3 	1; iy4 	2Þ
22g2V

H3ð;q0;mv;rÞTðiy3 	1; iy4 	2Þ
2
3
H1ð;q0;mv;rÞSðiy3 	1; iy4 	2Þ

; (31)
for the scattering process PP ! PP. To obtain the
effective potentials VgðrÞ for the process PP! PP,
one just needs to make the following changes:
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y3 ! y4 ; iy4 	 2 ! iþ3 	 y1 ;
2 ! 1; iy3 	 y4 ! iy4 	 y3 ;
y4 ! y3 ; iy3 	 2 ! iy4 	 1;
(32)
in Eqs. (27) and (28). Functions H0, H1, H3, M1, and M3
are given in the Appendix. Operator C, the generalized
tensor operator T and spin-spin operator S are defined as
Cða; bÞ ¼ ab; (33)
Tða; bÞ ¼ 3a  rb  r
r2
 a  b; (34)
Sða; bÞ ¼ a  b: (35)
Due to the large mass gap between the mesons
DðD0; DþÞ, Dþs , DðD0; DþÞ and Dþs (similarly, in the
bottom sector), it is necessary to adopt the nonzero time
component of the transferred momentum for some scatter-
ing processes. We present the q0s used in our calculation in
the Appendix. Notice that mD mD >m leads to the
complex potential for the scattering process DD ! DD,
and we take its real part which has an oscillation form, see
Eq. (24).
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Using the potentials given in the Sec. II B, we solve the
coupled-channel Schro¨dinger equation and summarize the
TABLE IV. The numerical results for the DðÞDðÞ system. ’’  ’’ means the corresponding state does not exist due to symmetry
while ’’  ’’ means there does not exist binding energy with the cutoff parameter less than 3.0 GeV. The binding energies for the states
DðÞDðÞ½IðJpÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ and DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ are relative to the threshold of DD while that of the state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼
1ð0þÞ is relative to the DD threshold.
DðÞDðÞ
I JP OPE OBE
0
0þ      
1þ
 (GeV) 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10
B.E. (MeV) 1.24 4.63 11.02 20.98 0.47 5.44 18.72 42.82
M (MeV) 3874.61 3871.22 3864.83 3854.87 3875.38 3870.41 3857.13 3833.03
rrms (fm) 3.11 1.68 1.12 0.84 4.46 1.58 0.91 0.64
P1 (%) 96.39 92.71 88.22 83.34 97.97 92.94 85.64 77.88
P2 (%) 0.73 0.72 0.57 0.42 0.58 0.55 0.32 0.15
P3 (%) 2.79 6.45 11.07 16.11 1.41 6.42 13.97 21.91
P4 (%) 0.08 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.05
2þ                        
1
0þ
 (GeV)             2.64 2.66 2.68 2.70
B.E. (MeV)             4.29 12.63 23.30 35.75
M (MeV)             3730.17 3721.83 3711.16 3698.71
rrms (fm)             1.38 0.79 0.58 0.48
P1 (%)             91.47 88.26 86.25 84.80
P2 (%)             8.46 11.64 13.63 15.07
P3 (%)             0.07 0.10 0.12 0.13
1þ
 (GeV)             2.48 2.50 2.52 2.54
B.E. (MeV)             0.27 3.82 9.79 17.39
M (MeV)             3875.58 3872.03 3866.06 3858.46
rrms (fm)             5.81 1.47 0.91 0.69
P2 (%)             99.92 99.90 99.90 99.90
P3 (%)             0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04
P4 (%)             0.02 0.05 0.06 0.06
2þ
 (GeV)             2.48 2.50 2.52 2.54
B.E. (MeV)             2.95 8.86 16.51 25.54
M (MeV)             4014.29 4008.38 4000.73 3991.70
rrms (fm)             1.61 0.92 0.68 0.56
P1 (%)          99.93 99.94 99.95 99.95
P2 (%)             0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00
P3 (%)             0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04
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numerical results which include the binding energy (B.E.),
the system mass (M), the root-mean-square radius (rrms)
and the probability of the individual channel (Pi) in
Tables IV, V, VII, VIII, IX, and X.
In our study, only the cutoff is a free parameter. However,
due to the lack of the experimental data, one cannot deter-
mine the cutoff exactly. Thus, it is very difficult to draw
definite conclusions. Luckily the one-boson-exchange po-
tential model is very successful to describe the deuteron
with the cutoff in the range 0:8<< 1:5 GeV. Following
the study of the deuteron with the same formalism and
taking into account the mass difference between the heavy
meson and the nucleon, we take the range of the cutoff to be
0:9 GeV<< 2:5 GeV. However, this choice is a little
arbitrary to some extent. We sincerely hope that in the near
future there will be enough experimental data with which
one can determine the cutoff exactly.
Besides, we also consider the stability of the results
when we draw our conclusions.
A. The numerical results for systems
with strangeness S¼ 0
For the systems with strangeness S ¼ 0, in order to
highlight the role of the long-range pion exchange in the
formation of the loosely bound state, we first give the
numerical results with the pion-exchange potential alone,
TABLE V. The numerical results for the BðÞ BðÞ system. ’’  ’’ means the corresponding state does not exist due to the symmetry.
The binding energies of the states BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ, BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ, and BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ are relative to the
B B threshold while that of the state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ is relative to the B B threshold.
BðÞ BðÞ
I JP OPE OBE
0
0þ      
1þ
 (GeV) 1.25 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25
B.E. (MeV) 0.36 1.14 4.10 9.44 0.19 1.56 5.20 13.71
M (MeV) 10604.08 10603.30 10600.34 10595.00 10604.25 10602.88 10599.24 10590.73
rrms (fm) 3.60 2.25 1.40 1.04 4.86 1.99 1.26 0.86
P1 (%) 94.29 91.83 89.03 83.18 96.66 94.17 92.34 86.54
P2 (%) 4.16 5.66 7.01 7.10 2.61 4.04 3.54 1.96
P3 (%) 0.77 1.20 1.74 1.89 0.36 0.97 3.14 10.79
P4 (%) 0.78 1.30 2.21 2.83 0.37 0.82 0.98 0.72
2þ
 (GeV) 2.88 2.90 2.94 2.96 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72
B.E. (MeV) 2.75 5.18 10.38 13.15 8.30 28.01 49.89 73.89
rrms fm 0.72 0.68 0.63 0.61 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.31
M (MeV) 10601.69 10599.26 10594.06 10591.29 10596.14 10576.43 10554.55 10530.55
P1 (%) 61.15 60.47 59.43 59.01 57.82 55.86 54.69 53.88
P2 (%) 38.85 39.53 40.57 40.99 42.18 44.14 45.31 46.12
1
0þ
 (GeV) 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.90 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80
B.E. (MeV) 1.05 2.53 4.70 11.29 2.24 8.19 15.67 24.33
M (MeV) 10557.63 10556.15 10553.98 10547.39 10556.44 10550.49 10543.01 10534.35
rrms (fm) 2.07 1.40 1.07 0.75 1.03 0.55 0.42 0.36
P1 (%) 95.35 92.82 90.29 85.46 87.27 83.59 81.81 80.66
P2 (%) 2.02 3.20 2.42 6.84 12.54 16.26 18.07 19.25
P3 (%) 2.63 3.98 5.28 7.70 0.19 0.15 0.11 0.08
1þ
 (GeV) 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72
B.E. (MeV) 0.83 1.89 6.46 11.80 0.55 3.72 8.29 13.92
M (MeV) 10603.61 10601.55 10597.98 10592.64 10603.89 10600.72 10596.15 10590.52
rrms (fm) 2.36 1.38 1.00 0.80 2.26 0.85 0.59 0.48
P1 (%) 96.59 94.40 92.43 90.63 99.24 99.34 99.51 99.64
P2 (%) 1.62 2.35 2.88 3.29 0.41 0.30 0.20 0.14
P3 (%) 1.79 3.25 4.69 6.08 0.34 0.36 0.29 0.22
2þ
 (GeV) 1.80 1.90 2.00 2.10 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76
B.E. (MeV) 2.25 4.74 8.38 13.35 7.88 13.63 20.36 28.01
M (MeV) 10647.95 10645.46 10641.82 10636.85 10642.32 10636.57 10629.84 10622.19
rrms 1.48 1.08 0.85 0.71 0.59 0.47 0.41 0.36
P1 (%) 95.73 94.86 94.19 93.66 99.70 99.80 99.86 99.91
P2 (%) 0.72 0.87 0.97 1.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01
P3 (%) 3.55 4.27 4.83 5.28 0.25 0.17 0.12 0.08
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TABLE VI. The numerical results for the DðÞ BðÞ system. ’’  ’’ means we obtain no binding solutions for the corresponding state with
the cutoff parameter less than 3.0 GeV. The binding energies of the statesDðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð0þÞ andDðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ are relative
to the D B threshold while those of the states DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ and DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ are relative to the D B threshold.
DðÞ BðÞ
I JP OPE OBE
0
0þ
 (GeV) 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.20 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06
B.E. (MeV) 0.42 5.13 15.54 31.35 1.92 6.84 15.25 27.16
M (MeV) 7146.15 7141.15 7131.03 7115.22 7144.65 7139.73 7131.32 7119.41
rrms (fm) 4.23 1.27 0.75 0.55 2.07 1.14 0.78 0.61
P1 (%) 95.32 82.45 69.99 60.03 91.21 82.14 72.93 64.72
P2 (%) 4.39 17.00 29.51 39.59 8.47 17.49 26.75 35.03
P3 (%) 0.28 0.55 0.50 0.38 0.32 0.37 0.32 0.25
1þ
 (GeV) 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.20 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
B.E. (MeV) 1.21 2.44 4.13 6.30 0.44 2.83 10.75 30.86
M (MeV) 7191.12 7189.89 7188.20 7186.03 7191.89 7189.50 7181.58 7161.47
rrms (fm) 2.75 2.02 1.63 1.37 4.37 1.89 1.05 0.65
P1 (%) 96.81 95.59 94.42 93.31 98.72 95.20 84.46 65.15
P2 (%) 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
P3 (%) 0.22 0.30 0.38 0.46 0.26 1.49 5.96 13.96
P4 (%) 1.10 1.51 1.90 2.26 0.28 0.53 0.58 0.34
P5 (%) 0.29 0.40 0.50 0.59 0.39 2.08 8.23 20.08
P6 (%) 0.38 0.52 0.67 0.80 0.09 0.20 0.24 0.16
P7 (%) 1.20 1.67 2.13 2.56 0.26 0.50 0.52 0.29
2þ
 (GeV) 2.10 2.15 2.20 2.30 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.10
B.E. (MeV) 0.80 1.31 1.97 3.83 0.63 0.87 1.14 1.79
M (MeV) 7332.92 7332.41 7331.75 7329.89 7333.09 7332.85 7332.58 7331.93
rrms (fm) 3.35 2.71 2.27 1.73 3.79 3.29 2.93 2.43
P1 (%) 94.14 92.83 91.58 89.27 96.83 96.41 96.03 95.36
P2 (%) 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.28
P3 (%) 5.60 6.88 8.09 10.35 2.97 3.36 3.73 4.36
1
0þ
 (GeV) 2.60 2.70 2.80 2.90 2.22 2.24 2.26 2.28
B.E. (MeV) 0.14 2.56 8.27 17.53 0.62 6.64 15.45 26.01
M (MeV) 7146.43 7144.01 7138.30 7129.04 7145.95 7139.93 7131.12 7120.56
rrms (fm) 7.05 1.78 1.04 0.75 3.05 0.87 0.57 0.45
P1 (%) 98.68 94.88 90.98 87.27 94.14 87.90 85.29 83.65
P2 (%) 0.54 2.39 4.36 6.32 5.83 12.05 14.65 16.29
P3 (%) 0.66 2.73 4.66 6.41 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.06
1þ
 (GeV) 2.55 2.60 2.65 2.70            
B.E. (MeV) 0.94 2.43 4.67 7.67            
M (MeV) 7191.39 7189.90 7187.66 7184.66            
rrms (fm) 2.87 1.83 1.35 1.08            
P1 (%) 96.13 93.82 91.53 89.31            
P2 (%) 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01            
P3 (%) 0.99 1.64 2.33 3.03            
P4 (%) 0.70 1.09 1.45 1.77            
P5 (%) 0.92 1.48 2.03 2.57            
P6 (%) 0.26 0.41 0.54 0.66            
P7 (%) 0.99 1.56 2.12 2.66            
2þ
 (GeV) 2.80 2.85 2.90 2.95 2.10 2.12 2.14 2.16
B.E. (MeV) 0.49 1.11 2.00 3.17 0.44 4.64 10.86 18.45
M (MeV) 7333.23 7332.61 7331.72 7330.55 7333.28 7329.08 7322.86 7315.27
rrms (fm) 3.80 2.57 1.95 1.58 3.51 1.03 0.68 0.54
P1 (%) 98.57 98.03 97.56 97.15 99.86 99.89 99.93 99.95
P2 (%) 0.24 0.33 0.40 0.47 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
P3 (%) 1.20 1.65 2.04 2.38 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.04
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FIG. 1 (color online). The effective potentials for the state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ with cutoff ¼ 1:00 GeV.
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which are marked with OPE, and then with the heavier
eta, sigma, rho, and omega exchanges as well as the pion
exchange, which are marked with OBE, see Tables IV, V,
and VI.
1. DðÞDðÞ
The state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð0þÞ is forbidden because
the present boson system should satisfy the boson-Einstein
statistic. However, the state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ is
very interesting. Using the long-range pion exchange po-
tential, we obtain a loosely bound state with a reasonable
cutoff. For our present DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ state, with
the cutoff parameter fixed larger than 1.05 GeV, the long-
range pion exchange is strong enough to form the loosely
bound state. If we set the cutoff parameter to be 1.05 GeV,
the binding energy relative to the DD threshold is
1.24 MeV and the corresponding root-mean-square radius
is 3.11 fm which is comparable to the size of the deuteron
(about 2.0 fm). The dominant channel is ½DDð3S1Þ, with
a probability 96.39%. With such a large mass gap (about
140 MeV) between the threshold ofDD and that ofDD,
the contribution of the stateDDð3S1Þ is 2.79%. However,
the probability of the D wave is around 1%. When we
tune the cutoff to be 1.20 GeV, the binding energy is
20.98 MeV and the root-mean-square radius changes into
0.84 fm. When we use the one-boson-exchange potential,
we notice that the binding becomes deeper. For example, if
the cutoff is fixed at 1.10 GeV, the binding energy is
4.63 MeV with OPE potential. However, it changes into
42.82 GeV with the OBE potential for the same cutoff, see
Table IV. We also plot the potentials in Fig. 1. From the
potentials, one can see that the heavier rho and omega
exchanges cancel each other significantly, which can be
easily understood since for the isospin-zero system the
isospin factor of  is 3 while that of ! is 1. From the
potentials V11, V22, V33, and V44 of Fig. 1, one can also see
clearly that the total potential is below the -exchange
potential and the contributions of the 
 and  exchanges
are very small. This implies that the total potential of the 
and ! exchanges is helpful to strengthen the binding. We
note that the OBE potentials deduced by introducing the
form factor generate spurious deeply bound states [42]. In
order to fix this problem, we also plot the wave function in
Fig. 2 from which one can see that there is no node except
the origin. In other words, it is really a ground state.
To see the effect of the , , and ! exchanges, we turn
off the contributions of the  and 
 exchanges and do the
calculation again. We obtain a loosely bound state with
binding energy being 0.78 MeV and root-mean-square
radius being 3.74 fm when the cutoff parameter is fixed
to be 1.44 GeV, which is much larger than 1.05 GeVused in
the one-pion-exchange case with almost the same binding
energy. Again, this means that the contribution of the long-
range pion exchange is larger than that of the heavier
vector meson exchange in the formation of the loosely
bound DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ state. This is different
from the conclusion of the paper [44] in which the authors
studied the charmed meson-charmed antimeson systems
with an effective field theory. In their power counting, the
leading order contribution arises from the four-meson con-
tact interaction and the one-pion-exchange interaction is
perturbative. The interested reader can refer to the paper
[44] for detailed information. With the numerical results
and the analysis above, the state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ
might be a good molecule candidate.
We should mention that in the calculation of the Xð3872Þ
one also obtained a bound D D state with quantum num-
bers IðJPCÞ ¼ 0ð1þþÞ using the OPE potential [45,46].
One may be confused since the difference between the
potential of the DD system and that of the D D system
is the G-parity of the exchanged meson while the pion has
an odd G-parity. Actually, the isosinglet D D system has
two C-parity states, one with even C-parity (C ¼ þ)
and the other with odd C-parity (C ¼ ). And, the inter-
action of our present DD system relates to that of the odd
C-parity but not the even C-parity D D state via the
G-parity rule.
We obtain no binding solutions for the state
DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ even if we tune the cutoff para-
meter as high as 3.0 GeV. It seems that the present
meson-exchange model does not support the state
DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ to be a molecule.
For the state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ, with the cutoff
less than 3.0 GeV, the long-range pion exchange is not
sufficient to form the bound state. However, when we add
the heavier eta, sigma, rho, and omega exchanges and tune
the cutoff to be 2.64 MeV, a bound state with mass
3730.17 MeV appears. The binding energy relative to the
DD threshold is 2.64 MeV and the corresponding root-
mean-square radius is 1.38 fm. The channel DDð1S0Þ with
a probability of 91.47% dominates this state. The proba-
bility of the channel DDð5D0Þ is very small, only 0.07%.
FIG. 2 (color online). The wave function [rc ðrÞ] of the
DðÞDðÞ system with strangeness 0 and IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ when
the cutoff parameter is fixed to be 1.0 GeV.
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Just as the JP ¼ 0þ case, with the pion-exchange
potential alone we obtain no binding solutions for the state
DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ with the cutoff parameter less
than 3.0 GeV. When we use the OBE potential and tune
the cutoff to be 2.48 GeV, we obtain a bound
DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ state with mass 3875.58 MeV.
The binding energy relative to the DD threshold is
0.27 MeV and the corresponding root-mean-square radius
is 5.81 fm. The dominant channel is ½DDþð3S1Þ, with a
probability of 99.92%.
For the state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð2þÞ, it is necessary to
mention that there are five channels DDð1D2Þ, ½DDþ 	
ð3D2Þ, DDð5S2Þ, DDð1D2Þ, and DDð5D2Þ, with the
quantum numbers IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð2þÞ. If we consider all the
five channels, with the OBE potential we obtain a bound
state with the cutoff parameter fixed to be 2.84 GeV. The
binding energy relative to the DD threshold is 12.93 MeV.
Surprisingly, the corresponding root-mean-square radius is
as small as 0.22 fm. The dominant channel is DDð5S2Þ,
with a probability of 99.5%. However, the probability of
the channel DDð1D2Þ is as small as 0.04%, which tells us
that this is not a loosely boundDD state but a deeply bound
DD state. With so tight a bound state, the present meson-
exchange model does not work. Therefore, we omit the
channels DDð3D2Þ and ½DDþð3D2Þ and keep the three
DD channels. With the pion-exchange potential we fail
to obtain a bound state with the cutoff parameter less than
3.0 GeV. However, when we use the OBE potential and
tune the cutoff to be 2.48 GeV, we obtain a bound state
with mass 4014.29 MeV. The binding energy is 2.95 MeV
and the corresponding root-mean-square radius is 1.61 fm.
The channel DDð5S2Þ with a probability of 99.93%
dominates this state.
The three states DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ; 1ð1þÞ; 1ð2þÞ
do not form molecules due to the large cutoff in the present
meson-exchange model.
2. BðÞ BðÞ
With the heavy quark flavor symmetry, the potentials for
the BðÞ BðÞ system are similar to those for the DD system.
The main difference between the two systems is that the
reduced mass of the BðÞ BðÞ system is much larger than
that of the DðÞDðÞ system. We summarize our numerical
results of the BðÞ BðÞ system in Table V.
Similar to the charmed state DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ,
the bottomed state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ is also very
interesting. The long-range pion exchange is strong enough
to form the loosely bound BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ state
with the cutoff larger than 1.25 GeV. If we tune the cutoff
to be 1.30 GeV, the binding energy is 1.14 MeV and the
corresponding root-mean-square radius is 2.25 fm. The
channel ½ B Bð3S1Þ with a probability of 91.83% domi-
nates this state. The probability of theDwave is 6.96%, see
Table V. When we use the OBE potential, the binding
becomes tighter as expected, which is similar to its
charmed partner DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ. The numerical
results suggest that the state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ seems
to be a good molecule candidate.
Different from its charmed partner, BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼
0ð2þÞ can form a bound state with the pion-exchange
potential if the cutoff is tuned larger than 2.88 GeV.
When we set the cutoff to be 2.88 GeV, the binding energy
is 2.75 MeV, and correspondingly, the root-mean-square
radius is 0.72 fm. When we use the OBE potential, we
obtain the binding solutions with a smaller but more rea-
sonable cutoff. Unfortunately, the binding solutions de-
pend very sensitively on the cutoff parameter. When tune
the cutoff from 1.66 to 1.72 GeV, the binding energy
changes from 8.30 to 73.89 MeV. Despite the reasonable
cutoff, we cannot draw a definite conclusion about the state
BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ because of the strong dependence
of the results on the cutoff.
The pion-exchange alone is also sufficient to form the
loosely bound BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ state with the cutoff
larger than 1.70 GeV.When we tune the cutoff from 1.70 to
1.90 GeV, the binding energy increases from 1.05 to
11.29 MeV, and correspondingly, the root-mean-square
radius decreases from 2.07 to 0.75 fm. The dominant
channel is B Bð1S0Þ, with a probability of 95.35%–
90.29%. The probability of the channel DDð5D0Þ is
1.79%–4.69%. Actually, two pseudoscalar D mesons can-
not interact with each other via exchanging a pion.
Therefore, the binding solutions totally come from the
coupled-channel effect, just as in the QQ case [47,48].
When we add the contributions of the heavier eta, sigma,
rho, and omega exchanges, the results change little,
which implies that the eta, sigma, rho, and omega ex-
changes cancel with each other significantly. Although
the results depend a little sensitively on the cutoff, the state
BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ might also be a molecule
candidate.
The state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ is also an interesting
one. When we tune the cutoff between 1.40 and 1.70 GeV,
we also obtain a loosely bound state with the OPE poten-
tial. The binding energy is 0.83–11.80 MeV and the corre-
sponding root-mean-square radius is 2.36–0.80 fm. The
dominant channel is ½ B Bþð3S1Þ, with a probability of
96.59%–90.63%. Different from the isospin singlet case,
when we use the OBE potential the binding becomes
shallower. For example, with the OPE potential the binding
energy is 11.80 MeV if the cutoff is set to be 1.70 MeV
while with the OBE potential it is 8.29 MeV for the same
cutoff, see Table V. The present numerical results indicate
that the state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ might be a good
molecule candidate.
With the same reason as for the charmed case, we only
keep the three channels B Bð5S2Þ, B Bð1D2Þ, and
B Bð5D2Þ for the state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ. With the
pion-exchange potential, when we tune the cutoff between
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1.80 and 2.10 GeV, we obtain a loosely bound state with
binding energy 2.25–13.35 MeV and root-mean-square
radius 1.48–0.71 fm. The dominant channel is B Bð5S2Þ,
with a probability of 95.73%–93.66%. When we use the
OBE potential and tune the cutoff from 1.70 to 1.76 GeV,
the binding energy changes into 7.88–28.01 MeV, and
correspondingly, the root-mean-square radius changes
into 0.59–0.36 fm. Similar to the IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ case, the
state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð2þÞ might also be a molecule
candidate.
3. DðÞ BðÞ
The small binding energy and large root-mean-square
radius with reasonable cutoff parameter makes the state
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð0þÞ very interesting. With the OPE
potential, when we fix the cutoff between 1.08 and
1.20 GeV, we obtain a loosely bound state with binding
energy 0.423–1.35 MeV and root-mean-square radius
4.23–0.55 fm. The dominant channel is D Bð1S0Þ, with a
probability of 95.32%–60.03%. The probability of the
channel D Bð5D0Þ is very small as expected, see
Table VI. When we add the contributions of the heavier
eta, sigma, rho, and omega exchanges, the binding
energy changes by tens of MeV. It seems that the state
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð0þÞ might be a molecule candidate,
but not a good one because the results depend a little
sensitively on the cutoff.
When the cutoff is tuned larger than 2.05 GeV, the long-
range pion exchange is strong enough to form the loosely
bound DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ state. If we set the cutoff
between 2.05 and 2.20 GeV, the binding energy relative to
the D B threshold is 1.21–6.30 MeV while the root-mean-
square radius is 2.75–1.37 fm. The dominant channel
is D Bð3S1Þ, with a probability of 96.81%–93.31%.
When we add the contributions of the heavier eta, sigma,
rho, and omega exchanges, we obtain a loosely bound
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ state with a reasonable cutoff
1.65–1.80 GeV. If we set the cutoff parameter to be
1.70 GeV, the binding energy is 2.83 MeV and the root-
mean-square radius is 1.89 fm which is comparable to the
size of the deuteron (about 2.0 fm). The channel D Bð3S1Þ
with a probability of 95.20% dominates this state.
However, the contribution of the D wave is small, less
than 5.0%. With the numerical results we predict the state
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ to be a molecule.
With the same reason as for the state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼
0ð2þÞ, we omit the channels D Bð1D2Þ, D Bð3D2Þ, and
D Bð3D2Þ for the state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ. Since the
amplitudes of the channel D Bð3D2Þ scattering into
the other channels are zero, we also omit this channel in
our study. With the OPE potential, when we set the
cutoff between 2.10 and 2.30 GeV, we obtain a bound
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ state, with binding energy
0.80–3.83 fm and root-mean-square radius 3.35–1.73 fm.
The channel D Bð5S2Þ provides a dominant contribution,
94.14%–89.27%. When we use the OBE potential, the
binding energy is 0.63–1.79 MeV and the root-mean-
square radius is 3.70–2.43 fm for the cutoff between 1.90
and 2.10 GeV. Such a loosely bound state with weak
dependence of the binding solutions on the cutoff parame-
ter is particularly interesting. Thus the present meson-
exchange approach favors the state DðÞ B½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ
to be a good molecule candidate.
For the state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ, if we tune the
cutoff parameter larger than 2.60 GeV, the OPE potential
is sufficient to form the DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ bound
state. When we fix the cutoff parameter between 2.60 and
2.90 Gev, the binding energy is 0.14–17.53 fm and the
corresponding root-mean-square radius is 7.05–0.75 fm.
The dominant channel is D Bð1S0Þ, with a probability of
98.68%–87.27%. When we use the OBE potential, we
obtain binding solutions with a cutoff parameter larger
than 2.22 GeV, see Table VI. The state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼
1ð0þÞ might also be a molecule candidate.
For the state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ, when we tune the
cutoff parameter larger than 2.55 GeV, we obtain binding
solutions with the OPE potential. If we set the cutoff
parameter to be 2.60 GeV, the binding energy relative to
theD B threshold is 2.43 MeVand the corresponding root-
mean-square radius is 1.83 fm. However, when we add the
heavier eta, sigma, rho, and omega exchanges, we obtain
no binding solutions with the cutoff parameter less than
3.0 GeV. It seems that the present meson-exchange ap-
proach does not support the state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ
to be a molecule.
For the state DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð2þÞ, when we tune the
cutoff parameter as large as 2.80 GeV, we obtain binding
solutions with the OPE potential. If we set the cutoff
parameter to be 2.90 GeV, the binding energy is
2.00 MeV and the corresponding root-mean-square radius
is 1.95 fm. The dominant channel is D Bð5S2Þ, with a
probability of 97.56%. The probability of the D wave
is 2.44%. When we use the OBE potential, we obtain
binding solutions with a smaller cutoff, see Table VI. If
we tune the cutoff to be 2.10 GeV, the binding energy is
0.44 MeV. Similar to the IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð0þÞ case, the state
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð2þÞ might also be a molecule.
B. The results for the systems with strangeness S ¼ 1
For the systems with strangeness S ¼ 1, there does not
exist the long-range pion exchange, but there are heavier
eta, sigma, K and K exchanges. We summarize our nu-
merical results in Table VII for ðDDÞs and ð B BÞs and in
Table VIII for ðDBÞs.
1. ðDðÞDðÞÞs and ð BðÞ BðÞÞs
When we fix the cutoff parameter between 2.70 and
2.76 GeV, we obtain a bound state of ðDðÞDðÞÞs	
½JP ¼ 0þ with mass between 3832.06 and 3802.15 MeV
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and a large root-mean-square radius 1.53–0.50 fm. The
dominant channel is DDsð1S0Þ with a probability of
92.85%–85.82% and the second largest channel
DDð1S0Þ contributes 7.10%–14.07%. The contribution
of the channel DDsð5D0Þ is very small, only 0.05%–
0.11%. Now the cutoff parameter is 2.70 GeV which is
twice as large as that for the deuteron (0.8–1.5 GeV [49]).
Besides, the binding solutions depend sensitively on the
cutoff. It seems that the present meson-exchange approach
does not support the state ðDðÞDðÞÞs½Jp ¼ 0þ to be a
molecule candidate.
In the corresponding bottom sector, we also obtain a
bound state of ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ with a smaller and
more reasonable cutoff, 1.82–1.88 GeV. This can be easily
understood since the mass of the bottomed mesons are
much larger than those of the charmed mesons and the
effective potentials for the two systems are similar. When
we tune the cutoff to be 1.82 GeV, the binding energy is
0.56 GeV and the root-mean-square is 2.28 fm which is
comparable to that of the deuteron (about 2.0 fm), see
Table VII. The numerical results indicate that the state
ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ might be a molecule candidate
although not a good one.
For the charmed state ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ, when we
set the cutoff to be 1.44 GeV, the binding energy is
5.43 MeV and the root-mean-square radius is 1.36 fm.
The closeness of the thresholds for DDs and DDs
makes the channels DDsð3S1Þ and DDsð3S1Þ provide
the comparable and main contributions, 45.80% for
DDsð3S1Þ and 51.31% for DDsð3S1Þ. The D-wave
channel DDsð3D1Þ and DDs provide almost vanishing
contributions, 0.02% for DDsð3D1Þ and 0.00% for
DDsð5D1Þ. This is because of the large mass gap
between DDs and DDs and the strong repulsive inter-
action coming from the centrifugal potential of the D
wave. The numerical results suggest that the state
ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ might also be a molecule candi-
date. The results of the state ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ) are
similar to those of the state ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ, but
with smaller cutoff 1.10–1.16 GeV and weaker depen-
dence on the cutoff, see Table VII. Thus the state
ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ) seems to be a good molecule
candidate.
For the state ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ, we obtain a bound
state with binding energy 1.54–22.29 MeV when we tune
the cutoff to be 2.54–2.60 GeV. The root-mean square
TABLE VII. The numerical results for the ðDðÞDðÞÞs=ð BðÞ BðÞÞs systems. The binding energy of the state ðDðÞDðÞÞs=ð BðÞ BðÞÞs	
½JP ¼ 0þ is relative to the DDs threshold while that of the state ðDðÞDðÞÞs=ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ is relative to the DDs= B Bs
threshold.
JP ðDðÞDðÞÞs ð BðÞ BðÞÞs
0þ
 (GeV) 2.70 2.72 2.74 2.76 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
B.E. (MeV) 3.66 11.31 21.47 33.57 0.56 5.27 12.08 20.32
M (MeV) 3832.06 3824.41 3814.25 3802.15 10645.08 10640.37 10633.56 10625.32
rrms (fm) 1.53 0.85 0.62 0.50 2.28 0.71 0.48 0.39
P1 (%) 92.85 89.58 87.42 85.82 92.78 86.34 83.69 82.06
P2 (%) 7.10 10.34 12.49 14.07 7.12 13.54 16.21 17.86
P3 (%) 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.07
1þ
 (GeV) 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16
B.E. (MeV) 5.43 10.19 16.31 23.84 0.67 3.21 7.17 12.52
M (MeV) 3971.68 3966.92 3960.80 3953.27 10690.73 10688.19 10684.23 10678.88
rrms (fm) 1.36 1.05 0.87 0.74 2.19 1.10 0.81 0.66
P1 (%) 45.80 47.33 47.81 47.85 24.53 36.91 41.11 42.75
P2 (%) 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.22 0.32 0.34 0.33
P3 (%) 51.31 48.83 47.40 46.41 72.97 58.66 52.92 49.87
P4 (%) 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.36 0.42 0.40 0.36
P5 (%) 2.61 3.54 4.49 5.44 1.83 3.55 5.09 6.54
P6 (%) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.15
P7 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
2þ
 (GeV) 2.54 2.56 2.58 2.60 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82
B.E. (MeV) 1.54 6.59 13.67 22.29 0.92 4.74 9.98 16.34
M (MeV) 4119.38 4114.33 4107.25 4098.63 10739.60 10735.82 10730.52 10724.26
rrms (fm) 2.28 1.07 0.75 0.60 1.70 0.75 0.54 0.44
P1 (%) 99.98 99.97 99.97 99.97 99.76 99.79 99.85 99.85
P2 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02
P3 (%) 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.20 0.17 0.13 0.10
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radius is 2.28–0.60 fm. The dominant channel is
DDsð5S2Þ, with a probability of 99.98%. However, the
contributions of the D wave are negligible. The numerical
results suggest that the present meson-exchange approach
does not support ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ to be a molecule
due to the large cutoff.
For the state ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ, if we fix the cutoff
parameter between 1.76 and 1.82 GeV, the binding energy
is 0.92–16.34 MeV and the root-mean-square radius is
1.70–0.44 fm. The dominant channel is B Bsð5S2Þ with a
probability of 99.76%–99.85%. Such a loosely bound state
is very interesting, and it might be a good molecule
candidate.
2. ðDðÞ BðÞÞs
For the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ, if we set the cutoff
parameter to be 1.28 GeV, the binding energy is
6.72 MeV and correspondingly, the root-mean-square
radius is 0.92 fm. The probability of the channel
D Bsð1S0Þ is 50.10% while that of the channel Ds Bð1S0Þ
is 25.66%. However, if the binding energy is 68.73 MeV,
these two channels provide comparable contributions,
25.30% for D Bsð1S0Þ and 23.02% for Ds Bð1S0Þ. Given
that the mass gap between D Bs and Ds B is around
14.5 MeV, for the binding energy comparable to this
value, the mass gap plays an important role in the
formation of the loosely bound state. However, if the
binding energy is as large as 68.73 MeV, which is much
larger than the mass gap, the important effect of the
mass gap is gone, which is similar to the case of
X(3872) [46]. Despite reasonable cutoff, we cannot
draw a definite conclusion about the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞs	
½JP ¼ 0þ due to the strong dependence of the results on
the cutoff.
It is necessary to mention that there exist fourteen
channels for the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ. It is very
hard to solve a 14	 14 matrix Shro¨dinger equation.
Due to the large mass gap between the threshold of
D Bs (or Ds BÞ and that of D Bs and the strong repulsive
interaction coming from the D wave, we expect the
channels D Bsð3D1Þ, D Bsð5D1Þ, Ds Bð3D1Þ, and
Ds Bð5D1Þ to provide negligible contributions, which
can be clearly seen from the previous calculation.
Therefore, we omit these four channels in our calcula-
tion. We obtain a bound state of ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ
with the cutoff larger than 1.24 GeV and the results
are similar to those of ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ, see
Table VIII.
For the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ, if the cutoff
parameter is fixed to be 2.20 GeV, the binding energy
relative to threshold of D Bs is 1.23 MeV and the root-
mean-square radius is 2.25 fm. The dominant channel is
D Bsð5S2Þ, with a probability of 88.81%. The other
S-wave channel Ds Bð5S2Þ provides the second largest
contribution, 10.90%, and the total contribution of the D
wave is 0.3%. It seems that the present meson-exchange
approach supports ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ to be a molecule
candidate, but not a good one.
C. The results for the systems
with strangeness S ¼ 2
For the systems with strangeness S ¼ 2, there does not
exist the long-range pion exchange, but there are mediate-
range sigma and eta exchanges and the short-range phi
exchange. We summarize the numerical results for the
systems ðDðÞDðÞÞss and ð BðÞ BðÞÞss in Table IX and for
the system ðDðÞ BðÞÞss in Table X.
TABLE VIII. The numerical results for the ðDðÞ BðÞÞs
system. The binding energy of the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ
is relative to the D Bs threshold while those of the states
ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ and ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ correspond to
the thresholds of D Bs and D Bs respectively.
JP ðDðÞ BðÞÞs
0þ
 (GeV) 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34
B.E. (MeV) 6.72 22.10 43.11 68.73
M (MeV) 7226.81 7211.43 7190.42 7164.80
rrms (fm) 0.92 0.55 0.43 0.36
P1 (%) 50.10 36.04 29.33 25.30
P2 (%) 25.66 26.98 25.07 23.02
P3 (%) 12.03 18.55 22.96 26.05
P4 (%) 12.06 18.30 22.56 25.58
P5 (%) 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03
P6 (%) 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.03
1þ
 (GeV) 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30
B.E. (MeV) 2.50 14.97 32.88 54.86
M (MeV) 7280.13 7267.66 7249.75 7227.77
rrms (fm) 1.45 0.63 0.47 0.39
P1 (%) 19.11 23.61 22.14 20.40
P2 (%) 58.10 35.98 28.14 23.97
P3 (%) 4.65 8.04 9.71 10.69
P4 (%) 4.63 8.16 9.86 10.80
P5 (%) 6.73 11.95 14.87 16.84
P6 (%) 6.72 12.21 15.26 17.28
P7 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P8 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P9 (%) 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01
P10ð%Þ 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01
2þ
 (GeV) 2.20 2.22 2.24 2.26
B.E. (MeV) 1.23 5.68 12.65 21.29
M (MeV) 7422.79 7418.34 7411.37 7402.73
rrms (fm) 2.25 0.95 0.62 0.49
P1 (%) 10.90 26.64 36.08 40.94
P2 (%) 88.81 73.18 63.83 59.01
P3 (%) 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00
P4 (%) 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
P5 (%) 0.18 0.12 0.06 0.03
P6 (%) 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.01
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1. ðDðÞDðÞÞss and ð BðÞ BðÞÞss
If we fix the cutoff parameter between 2.76 and
2.82 GeV, we obtain a bound state of ðDðÞDðÞÞss½JP ¼
0þ with binding energy 2.43–28.53 MeV and root-mean-
square radius 1.92–0.55 fm. The dominant channel is
DsDsð1S0Þ, with a probability of 94.69%–87.27%. The
contribution of the D-wave channel DsDsð5D0Þ is very
small as expected, less than 0.1%. In the bottomed sector,
we obtain binding solutions with a smaller but more rea-
sonable cutoff 1.90–1.96 GeV. As one can easily read off
from Table IX, when we set the cutoff to be 1.90 GeV, the
binding energy is 2.27 MeV and the root-mean-square is
1.17 fm. The dominant channel is Bs Bsð1S0Þ, with a proba-
bility of 90.83%. However, theD-wave channel B Bð5D0Þ
provides a negligible contribution, 0.29%. Based on the
numerical results, the state Bs Bsð1S0Þ might be a molecule
whereas the state ðDðÞDðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ might not be.
For the state ðDðÞDðÞÞss½JP ¼ 1þ, when we tune the
cutoff parameter between 2.62 and 2.68 GeV, we obtain
binding energy 0.41–16.57 MeV and root-mean-square
radius 4.64–0.71 fm. The dominant channel is ½DsDsþ 	
ð3S1Þ, with a probability of 99.98%–99.96%. In the corre-
sponding bottomed case, we obtain a loosely bound state of
ð B BÞss½JP ¼ 1þ with binding energy 0.83–11.98 MeV
and root-mean-square radius 1.95–0.54 fm when we set
the cutoff parameter between 1.82 and 1.88 GeV. Similar to
the charmed case, the dominant channel is ½ Bs Bsþð3S1Þ,
providing a contribution of 99.41%–99.29%. Similar to the
JP ¼ 0þ case, it seems that the state ðBðÞBðÞÞss½JP ¼ 1þ
might be amoleculewhereas the state ðDðÞDðÞÞss½JP¼1þ
might not be.
For the JP ¼ 2þ case, the results are very similar to
those of the JP ¼ 1þ case, see IX.
2. ðDðÞ BðÞÞss
For the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ, we obtain binding
energy 0.64–21.72 MeV and root-mean-square radius
3.11–0.52 fm with the cutoff parameter fixed between
2.36 and 2.42 GeV. The channel Ds Bsð1S0Þ with a proba-
bility of 96.05%–86.20% is the dominant channel. The
probability of the channel Ds Bsð5D0Þ is very small, about
0.03%, see Table X.
For the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 1þ, when we fix the
cutoff parameter between 2.34 and 2.40 GeV we obtain
binding energy 1.47–23.41 MeV and corresponding
root-mean-square radius 2.02–0.50 fm. The dominant
channel is Ds B

sð3S1Þ, with a probability of 93.37%–
83.13%. However, the total contribution of the D wave is
very small, less than 0.1%, see Table X.
Very similar to the JP ¼ 0þ case, we obtain a bound
state of ðDðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 2þ with binding energy 2.98–
22.29 MeVand root-mean-square radius 1.35–0.51 fm. The
TABLE IX. The numerical results for the ðDðÞDðÞÞss=ð BðÞ BðÞÞss systems. The binding energy of the state
ðDðÞDðÞÞss=ð BðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ corresponds to theDsDs= Bs Bs threshold while that of the state ðDðÞDðÞÞss=ð BðÞ BðÞÞss corresponds





JP ðDðÞDðÞÞss ð BðÞ BðÞÞss
0þ
 (GeV) 2.76 2.78 2.80 2.82 1.90 1.92 1.94 1.96
B.E. (MeV) 2.43 8.68 17.56 28.53 2.27 6.97 13.30 20.99
M (MeV) 3934.55 3928.30 3919.42 3908.45 10730.33 10725.63 10719.30 10711.61
rrms (fm) 1.92 1.00 0.70 0.55 1.17 0.67 0.49 0.40
P1 (%) 94.69 91.37 89.04 87.27 90.83 87.05 84.67 83.00
P2 (%) 5.29 8.59 10.91 12.68 8.88 12.65 15.05 16.76
P3 (%) 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.29 0.30 0.28 0.24
1þ
 (GeV) 2.62 2.64 2.66 2.68 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
B.E. (MeV) 0.41 3.75 9.32 16.57 0.83 3.39 7.16 11.98
M (MeV) 4080.38 4077.04 4071.47 4064.22 10778.27 10775.71 10771.94 10767.12
rrms (fm) 4.64 1.49 0.94 0.71 1.95 0.96 0.68 0.54
P1 (%) 99.98 99.96 99.96 99.96 99.41 99.29 99.33 99.41
P2 (%) 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.20
P3 (%) 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.35 0.44 0.43 0.39
2þ
 (GeV) 2.60 2.62 2.64 2.66 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88
B.E. (MeV) 0.86 4.79 10.81 18.46 0.22 2.48 6.24 11.15
M (MeV) 4223.74 4219.81 4213.79 4206.14 10830.61 10828.32 10824.62 10819.72
rrms (fm) 3.13 1.29 0.86 0.66 3.86 1.10 0.71 0.55
P1 (%) 99.98 99.97 99.98 99.98 99.75 99.61 99.64 99.70
P2 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04
P3 (%) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.21 0.33 0.30 0.26
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dominant channel is Ds Bsð5S2Þ, with a probability of
99.98%. The numerical results indicate that the present
meson-exchange approach seems to support all of the three
states to be molecule candidates, but not good ones since
the results depend a little sensitively on the cutoff.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present paper, we investigate the possible molecu-
lar states composed of two heavy flavor mesons, including
DðÞDðÞ, BðÞ BðÞ, and DðÞ BðÞ with strangeness S ¼ 0, 1,
and 2. In our study, we take into account the S-D mixing
which plays an important role in the formation of the
loosely bound deuteron, and particularly, the coupled-
channel effect in the flavor space.
In order to make clear the role of the long-range pion
exchange in the formation of the loosely bound states, we
give the numerical results with the one-pion-exchange
potential for the system with strangeness S ¼ 0, as well
as the numerical results with the one-boson-exchange
potential.
In our study, we notice that for some systems, such as
DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ, the probability of the D wave is
very small. Additionally, the contributions of the
D-wave channel with larger threshold are almost
negligible for the system with a large mass gap among
the thresholds of different channels. We also notice that,
when the binding energy is comparable to or even
smaller than the mass gap, the effect of the mass gap
will be magnified by the small binding energy, which is
similar to the Xð3872Þ case [46].
TABLE XI. The summary of our conclusions. ’’  ’’ means the corresponding state
does not exist due to symmetry. ’’
p
’’ (’’	’’) means the corresponding state might
(might not) be a molecule. ’’
p
’’ denotes that the corresponding state might be a molecule
candidate, but not a good one because the results depend a little sensitive on the cutoff.
However,’’?’’ means we cannot draw a definite conclusion with the present meson-exchange
approach.
Double charm Double bottom Charm and bottom
Strangeness IðJPÞ Status IðJPÞ Status IðJPÞ Status
S ¼ 0 DðÞDðÞ
0ð0þÞ   
BðÞ BðÞ
0ð0þÞ   
DðÞ BðÞ
0ð0þÞ p
0ð1þÞ p 0ð1þÞ p 0ð1þÞ p
0ð2þÞ 	 0ð2þÞ ? 0ð2þÞ p
1ð0þÞ 	 1ð0þÞ p 1ð0þÞ p
1ð1þÞ 	 1ð1þÞ p 1ð1þÞ 	
1ð2þÞ 	 1ð2þÞ p 1ð2þÞ p



























0ð1þÞ 	 0ð1þÞ p 0ð1þÞ p
0ð2þÞ 	 0ð2þÞ p 0ð2þÞ p
TABLE X. The numerical results for the ðDðÞ BðÞÞss system.
The binding energy of the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ is relative
to the threshold of Ds Bs while that of the state ðDðÞ BðÞÞss	
½JP ¼ 1þ corresponds to the Ds Bs threshold.
JP ðDðÞ BðÞÞss
0þ
 (GeV) 2.36 2.38 2.40 2.42
B.E. (MeV) 0.64 5.16 12.43 21.72
M (MeV) 7334.15 7329.63 7322.36 7313.07
rrms (fm) 3.11 1.06 0.68 0.52
P1 (%) 96.05 91.15 88.25 86.20
P2 (%) 3.94 8.82 11.72 13.17
P3 (%) 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
1þ
 (GeV) 2.34 2.36 2.38 2.40
B.E. (MeV) 1.47 6.63 14.13 23.41
M (MeV) 7382.42 7377.26 7369.76 7360.48
rrms (fm) 2.02 0.92 0.63 0.50
P1 (%) 93.37 88.46 85.36 83.13
P2 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P3 (%) 3.85 6.95 9.07 10.69
P4 (%) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
P5 (%) 2.75 4.55 5.54 6.14
P6 (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P7 (%) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
2þ
 (GeV) 2.26 2.28 2.30 2.32
B.E. (MeV) 2.98 7.96 14.47 22.29
M (MeV) 7524.72 7519.74 7513.23 7505.41
rrms (fm) 1.35 0.82 0.62 0.51
P1 (%) 99.93 99.94 99.95 99.96
P2 (%) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
P3 (%) 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03
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In the sector with strangeness S ¼ 0, our results favor
that DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ, BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ;
1ð1þÞ, and DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ; 0ð2þÞ are good mole-
cule candidates. For these states, the long-range pion ex-
change is strong enough to form the loosely bound states,
and the medium-range eta and sigma exchanges and the
short-range rho and omega exchanges are helpful to
strengthen the binding. The states BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼
1ð0þÞ; 1ð2þÞ and DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð0þÞ; 1ð0þÞ; 1ð2þÞ
might also be molecules although the results depend a
little sensitively on the cutoff. However, it seems that the
present meson-exchange approach does not support the
states DðÞDðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ; 1ð0þÞ; 1ð1þÞ; 1ð2þÞ and
DðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1þÞ to be molecules. Despite the rea-
sonable cutoff, we cannot draw a definite conclusion about
the state BðÞ BðÞ½IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð2þÞ due to the strong depen-
dence on the cutoff. Further detailed study with other
approaches will be very helpful to settle this issue.
In the S ¼ 1 sector, the states ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ; 2þ
might be good molecule candidates. The states
ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 1þ, ð BðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ, and
ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 2þ also seem to be molecule candidates,
but not good ones because the results depend a little
sensitively on the cutoff. With the same reason as for the
S ¼ 0 case, we cannot draw definite conclusions on the
states ðDðÞ BðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ; 1þ. However, the present
meson-exchange approach does not seem to support states
ðDðÞDðÞÞs½JP ¼ 0þ; 2þ to be molecules.
For the S ¼ 2 systems, our results suggest that the states
ð BðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 1þ; 2þ might be good molecule candi-
dates whereas the states ðDðÞDðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ; 1þ; 2þ
might not be molecules. Although the results depend a
little sensitively on the cutoff, the states ð BðÞ BðÞÞss½Jp ¼
0þ and ðDðÞ BðÞÞss½JP ¼ 0þ; 1þ; 2þ might also be mole-
cules. We summarize our conclusions in Table XI.
In Reference [50], the authors also studied the doubly
charmed systems within the hidden gauge formalism in a
coupled-channel unitary approach. For the DD sys-
tems with C ¼ 2, S ¼ 0, and I ¼ 0, they only obtained
a bound state with quantum number IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð1þÞ,
which is similar to our result. However, the pole ap-
peared at 3969 MeV, which is 100 MeV larger than our
result, 3870 MeV. This is because we consider the
coupled channel effect of DD to DD. Actually,
what we obtain is a DD bound state, but not a DD
bound state. For the systems with C ¼ 2, S ¼ 0, and
I ¼ 1, both their results and ours indicate that there
are no molecule candidates. For the systems with
C ¼ 2, S ¼ 1, and I ¼ 12 , they only obtained a bound
state with quantum numbers IðJPÞ ¼ 12 ð1þÞ. Our results
indicate that only the state with IðJPÞ ¼ 12 ð1þÞ might be
a molecule candidate, but not an ideal one because the
result depends a bit sensitively on the cutoff parameter.
For the systems with C ¼ 2, S ¼ 2, and I ¼ 0, they
obtained no bound states, neither do we, see Table XI.
Our results and those in Ref. [50]are consistent with
each other, although these two theoretical frameworks
were quite different.
It is very interesting to search for the predicted exotic
hadronic molecular states experimentally. These molecular
candidates cannot directly fall apart into the corresponding
components due to the absence of the phase space. For
these molecular states with double charm, they cannot
decay into a double charm baryon plus a light baryon.
The masses of the lightest doubly charmed baryon and
light baryon are 3518 and 938 MeV, respectively, corre-
sponding to þcc and proton as listed in PDG [41]. The
mass of the molecular state is around 3850 MeVand much
smaller than the sum of the masses of a doubly charmed
baryon and a light baryon. Therefore such a decay is
kinematically forbidden.
However, the heavy vector meson within the exotic
molecular state may decay. The D mainly decays to D
via strong interaction. It also decays into D. Similarly,
Ds , B, and Bs dominantly decay to Ds, B, and Bs via
electromagnetic interaction, respectively. For example, the
main decay modes of the exotic double-charm molecular
state with one D meson are DD and DD. If the
molecular candidates contain two heavy pseudoscalar me-
sons only, they are stable once produced. The D meson
may also decay via weak interaction. For these exotic
molecules with double bottom or both one charm and
one bottom, their decay behavior is similar to that of the
molecular state with double charm.
The above typical decay modes provide important in-
formation to further experimental search. Although very
difficult, it is still possible to produce such heavy systems
with double bottom or both one charm and one bottom at
LHC.
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TABLE XII. The isospin-dependent coefficients for theDðÞDðÞ andDðÞ BðÞ systems with strangeness S ¼ 0. The coefficients of the
BðÞ BðÞ systems, which are not shown, are similar to those of the DðÞDðÞ.
I ¼ 0 DD ½DD ½DDþ DD
DD  32a þ 12!a þ a  32c þ 16
c  32c þ 12!c
½DD  32d þ 12!d þ d 1ffiffi2p ð 32f þ 16
f  32f þ 12!fÞ
ð 32e þ 16
e  32e þ 12!eÞ  1ffiffi2p ð 32g þ 16
g  32g þ 12!gÞ
½DDþ  32d þ 12!d þ d 1ffiffi2p ð 32f þ 16
f  32f þ 12!fÞ
þð 32e þ 16
e  32e þ 12!eÞ þ 1ffiffi2p ð 32g þ 16
g  32g þ 12!gÞ
DD  32h þ 16
h  32h þ 12!h þ h
I ¼ 1 DD ½DD ½DDþ DD
DD 12
a þ 12!a þ a 12c þ 16
c þ 12c þ 12!c
½DD 12d þ 12!d þ d 1ffiffi2p ð12f þ 16
f þ 12f þ 12!fÞ
ð12e þ 16
e þ 12e þ 12!eÞ  1ffiffi2p ð12g þ 16
g þ 12g þ 12!gÞ
½DDþ 12d þ 12!d þ d 1ffiffi2p ð12f þ 16
f þ 12f þ 12!fÞ
þð12e þ 16
e þ 12e þ 12!eÞ þ 1ffiffi2p ð12g þ 16
g þ 12g þ 12!gÞ
DD 12
h þ 16
h þ 12h þ 12!h þ h
I ¼ 0 D B D B D B D B
D B  32a þ 12!a þ a  32c þ 16
c  32c þ 12!c
D B  32d þ 12!d þ d  32e þ 16
e  32e þ 12!e  32f þ 16
f  32f þ 12!f
D B  32d þ 12!d þ d  32g þ 16
g  32g þ 12!g
D B  32h þ 16
h  32h þ 12!h þ h
I ¼ 1 D B D B D B D B
D B 12
a þ 12!a þ a 12c þ 16
c þ 12c þ 12!c
D B 12
d þ 12!d þ d 12e þ 16
e þ 12e þ 12!e 12f þ 16
f þ 12f þ 12!f
D B 12
d þ 12!d þ d 12g þ 16
g þ 12g þ 12!g
D B 12
h þ 16
h þ 12h þ 12!h þ h
TABLE XIII. The isospin-dependent coefficients for the ðDðÞDðÞÞs and ðDðÞ BðÞÞs systems with strangeness S ¼ 1. The coefficients






a þ Ka 0 0  13
c þ Kc þ Kc
DDs d þ Ke þ Ke  13
e þ Kd  13
f þ Kf þ Kf
DDs d þ Ke þ Ke  13
g þ Kg þ Kg
DDs  13
h þ h þ Kh þ Kh





B D Bs Ds B D Bs Ds B
D Bs 
a Ka 0 0 0 0  13
c Kc þ Kc
Ds B 
a 0 0 0 0 Kc þ Kc  13
c
D Bs d Ke þ Ke  13
e Kd  13
f Kf þ Kf
Ds B d Kd  13
e Kg þ Kg  13
g
D Bs d Ke þ Ke  13
g Kg þ Kg
Ds B
 d Kf þ Kf  13
f
D Bs  13
h þ h Kh þ Kh
Ds B  13
h þ h
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APPENDIX



































































TABLE XIV. The isospin-dependent coefficients for the ðDðÞDðÞÞss and ðDðÞ BðÞÞss systems with strangeness S ¼ 1. The
coefficients of the ð BðÞ BðÞÞss systems, which are not shown, are similar to those of the ðDðÞDðÞÞss.
I ¼ 1 DsDs ½DsDs ½DsDsþ DsDs
DsDs 
a þ a 0 0 23
c þc
½DsDs d þ d  ð23
e þeÞ 	 1ffiffi2p ð23
f þfÞ  1ffiffi2p ð23
g þgÞ
½DsDsþ d þ d þ ð23
e þeÞ 1ffiffi2p ð23




h þh þ h















d þ d 23
e þe 23
f þf




h þh þ h
TABLE XV. The time component of the transferred momentum, q0, used in our calculation. The other values which are not given are
zero.
DD B B D B
Process q0 Process q0 Process q0 Process q0
DDs ! DsD mDs mD B Bs ! Bs B mBs mB Ds B! D Bs
ðm2Bsþm2Ds Þðm2Bþm2DÞ
2ðmDþmBs Þ D
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2 ¼ 2 m2; u2 ¼ m2  q20;





















YðxÞ; Z2ðxÞ ¼ ð1þ xÞYðxÞ:
(A3)
Fourier transformation formulas read
1
u2 þ q2 ! H0ð; q0; m; rÞ;
q2
u2 þ q2 ! H1ð; q0; m; rÞ;
qiqj
u2 þ q2 ! H3ð; q0; m; rÞkij 
1
3
H1ð; q0; m; rÞij;
(A4)
where kij ¼ 3 rirjr2  ij.
We summarize the isospin-dependent coefficients in
Tables XII, XIII, and XIV and the time component of the
transferred momentum used in our calculation in Table XV.
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